Dear upcoming students,

The study association for Nanobiology S.N.V.B. Hooke organizes the introduction event called IntroN. This will be the start of your Nanobiology career and a lot of friendships and fun activities within Hooke. During IntroN, which takes place on August 21 and 22, you will learn more about Hooke, you will bond with your peers, and you will also get to know all mentors. We encourage all people who plan to start the Nanobiology programme to join IntroN!

If you’re still not convinced about joining IntroN, watch this information video: https://vimeo.com/426977967

How to register
Register now via this link: https://hooke.tudelft.nl/introduction-event-2020/ . Regular registration is open until July 20, 2020 and attending costs are € 15. By registering now, you will get an IntroN T-shirt and an info booklet sent to your home for the event. The fee also includes your membership to S.V.N.B. Hooke for your coming years studying Nanobiology. If you already signed up through the OWee you don’t need to sign up via the Hooke website.

For any questions or comments regarding IntroN please send an email to: intron-hooke@tudelft.nl.

Also follow us on Instagram (@s.v.n.b.hooke) and Facebook (S.V.N.B. Hooke)!

Kind regards,

The board of S.V.N.B. Hooke